General Instructions to the candidates for Skill Test for Teaching Posts-PREP-TEACHER

1. The skill test of teaching is a qualifying (Go- No Go)only.
2. Reporting Time: 8 am on the date of skill test.
3. The candidates are required to report to the venue in-charge for skill test at least one
   hour before the scheduled time allotted to the candidates. Any request for change of
   date and time schedule will not be entertained.
4. Candidates are required to bring attested copies of the certificates /documents along
   with the originals as mentioned in the Recruitment Notice no: AEES/01/2022 at the time
   of skill test, failing which they may not be allowed for the skill test.
5. Candidates are required to bring original government approved identify card like
   aadhar card/ driving licence, etc.
6. Candidates are required to bring 02 (two) recent photographs of passport size.
7. Candidates must bring original copy of latest police verification certificate.
8. Allowed time for duration of skill test will be 30 minutes. Every candidate is required to
   demonstrate topic/ topics allotted during this time.
9. Duration of Skill Test : 30 minutes (20 minutes + 10 minutes)
10. 20 minutes for self picked up topics and 10 minutes for self choice topic.
11. Both the sessions (20 minutes + 10 minutes) should belong to the syllabus (3-4 topics)
    related to Hindi/ English/ Maths/ EVS/ECCE-Early child care education for the subject as
    per the post applied for.
12. The candidates will be required to randomly pick a sealed envelope/paper slip containing
    topic/ topics related to their subject and post applied for just 30 minutes before the
    commencement of skill test. If a candidate is not comfortable with the topic/topics picked up
    by then he/ she may take one more chance to pick another sealed envelope/paper slip
    containing topic/ topics out of remaining envelope/paper available in box without including
    the envelope/paper already picked up at first chance.
13. Duration of 30 minutes will be given to the candidate, to prepare for presentation/
    demonstration.
14. Venue for Skill Test : Central office – AEES Annex build to AECS-6, Western sector,
    Anushaktinagar, Mumbai.